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WHAT’S NEW IN HATCH 3.0 UPDATES

The first release of Hatch Embroidery 3 contains many new product features and 
enhancements. Subsequent releases of Hatch 3.0 updates contain the following 
improvements and fixes...

Related topics

What’s new in Hatch 3.0.4
What’s new in Hatch 3.0.3
What’s new in Hatch 3.0.2

What’s new in Hatch 3.0.4

The Hatch 3.0.4 update contains the following improvements and fixes...

System crashes with certain EMB files
Random crashes have occurred when carrying out operations like resizing or 
outputting designs to machine formats. The problem has been rectified with the 
current update.

Resizing of designs or objects
When outline objects are selected and resized in the Properties bar or by using the 
resizing handles, the user is incorrectly notified that the objects will become too 
small. This affects outline objects that use satin, raised satin or zigzag. The problem 
has been rectified with the current update.

Note: If, however, you resize an outline object to become less than 0.31mm wide, 
you may receive the warning message below. You may allow the software to 
remove the object or cancel the sizing operation.
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Related topics

Modify a design (User Guide)

What’s new in Hatch 3.0.3

The Hatch 3.0.3 update contains the following improvements and fixes...

Related topics

 Improvements
 Design editing
 PES files
 Hoops
Miscellaneous
 System errors

Improvements
The Hatch 3.0.3 update contains the following improvements...

Improved DMC thread chart
With the current update, the DMC thread chart now includes a full DMC thread 
chart file.

‘3D Satin’ renamed to ‘Raised Satin’
With the current update, the ‘3D Satin’ stitch type has been renamed to ‘Raised 
Satin’. This should eliminate any possible confusion with 3D foam.
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Stop # returned to Color Sequence worksheet
Stop # information is useful when setting up threads on the machine. With the 
current update, Stop # information has been returned to the Color Sequence 
worksheet at top of the existing color slot number, as it was in Hatch 2.

Default widths of toolboxes and Hints docker
With the current update, default widths of toolboxes and Hints docker have been 
reduced in both Embroidery Mode and Design Library.

Design editing
The Hatch 3.0.3 update contains the following design editing improvements...

Edit artwork using Paint
Problems have occurred in Hatch 3 where the ‘Edit Artwork using...’ feature is 
being disabled on Windows 11 systems. The relevant option in the User Interface 
Settings dialog is grayed out. The problem has been rectified with the current 
update.

Edit artwork
options disabled
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Interactive resizing of designs or objects
In Hatch 3, when objects are selected and resized in the Properties bar, the user is 
notified and the operation canceled if objects become unacceptably small. The 
same checks and warnings should apply if the user resizes a selection using control 
points. The problem has been rectified with the current update.

Resizing Hatch 2 designs in Hatch 3
In the previous release, there were limitations in resizing Hatch 2 designs using the 
Size ±10% tools. The problem has been rectified with the current update.

Related topics

Modify a design (User Guide)

PES files
The Hatch 3.0.3 update contains the following improvements in PES file handling...

Jumps/trims in exported PES files
Problems have occurred in Hatch 3 where unwanted jumps/trims are being 
inserted in exported PES files. The problem has been rectified with the current 
update.

Extra stitches in PES files
In the previous release, PES files generate additional stitches that do not appear 
when loaded into Hatch. This appears to occur randomly and has been observed 
on different models of Brother machine. The problem has been rectified with the 
current update.

Colors in exported PES files
With the previous release, colors are changed when exporting some designs to 
PES. Designs may also contain fewer stops. The problem has been rectified with the 
current update.

Hoops
The Hatch 3.0.3 update contains the following hooping improvements...
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Incorrect hoop loading from JPX machine files
Problems have occurred in Hatch 3 with incorrect hoops being loaded when 
opening JPX machine files. The file should open with the supported hoop it was 
saved with. The problem has been rectified with the current update.

Incorrect hoop when exporting JEF files for Elna machines
With the previous release, incorrect hoop codes are being written when exporting 
JEF files using the Elna machine options. An incorrect code is also written when 
exporting to JEF format with a custom hoop. The problem has been rectified with 
the current update.

Incorrect hoop codes when using custom hoops
With the previous release, incorrect hoop codes are being written when using 
custom hoops with MB-4/MB-4s/MB-7 or eXpressive940/970 machines. When using 
a custom hoop and exporting a design as JEF with MB-4/MB-4s/MB-7 or 
eXpressive940/970, the wrong hoop code is written to file. The problem has been 
rectified with the current update.

Hoop name in Design Information docker
In the previous release, the hoop name in the Design Information docker is being 
truncated. The problem has been rectified with the current update.

Cross Stitch hoop centering
In the previous release, hoops are not being centered correctly in the Cross Stitch 
design window. The problem has been rectified with the current update.
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Miscellaneous
The Hatch 3.0.3 update contains the following miscellaneous improvements...

Reef PhotoStitch stitch generation
Problems have occurred in Hatch 3 when applying Reef PhotoStitch to an image 
copied from MS Paint and pasted into Hatch. Stitches fail to be generated. The 
problem has been rectified with the current update.

Related topics

 Auto-digitizing with Reef PhotoStitch (User Guide)

Closing unmodified designs
In the previous release, when closing some unmodified machine files such as PES, 
DST, or EXP, the system prompts the user to save changes. This is misleading. The 
problem has been rectified with the current update.

‘Date created’ search options in Design Library
In the previous release, the ‘Date created’ search option in Design Library 
contains some future-referencing presets that cannot work. The problem has been 
rectified with the current update.

Mapping designs to keyboard design collections
In the previous release, a problem occurs where parts of a design do not appear 
in the Keyboard Design Collection docker after mapping. It appears to affect 
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some DST files. This creates a problem when checking baselines, and so on. The 
problem has been rectified with the current update.

Related topics

 Keyboard Design Collections (User Guide)

System errors
The Hatch 3.0.3 update contains the following system improvements...

Logging into Hatch 3
In the previous release, problems have occurred when logging in. A ‘Failed to 
parse entitlements’ error is being generated. The problem has been rectified with 
the current update.

Unrecoverable error on starting up Hatch3
In the previous release, there have been reports of unrecoverable errors when 
launching the software or shutting down. The problem has been rectified with the 
current update.

System freezes when selecting vector objects
In the previous release, the system is hanging when selecting a vector object in 
some designs or when pasting vector objects via the clipboard. The problem has 
been rectified with the current update.

System crashes when selecting some objects
In the previous release, some designs have caused system crashes when selecting 
certain objects. The problem has been rectified with the current update.

System crashes when applying Branching
Random crashes have occurred in Hatch 3 when apply Branching to certain 
designs. The problem has been rectified with the current update.

Related topics

 Branching (User Guide)
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What’s new in Hatch 3.0.2

The Hatch 3.0.2 update contains the following improvements and fixes...

Related topics

 Unwanted design shape changes
 Unwanted connectors in PES files
 System errors

Unwanted design shape changes
Problems have occurred in Hatch 3 when adding stitch angles to some shapes. 
Tips and corners are unexpectedly cut off or changed. This problem only affects 
Hatch Composer and has been rectified with the current update.

Unwanted connectors in PES files
Problems have occurred in Hatch 3 with unwanted connectors appearing at the 
beginning of decoded PES files. On decoding, half the connector may be left off 
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when the software tries to apply the default ASE. Odd-looking connectors may 
result. This problem has been rectified with the current update.

System errors
The Hatch 3.0.2 update contains the following system improvements...

Sluggish response during certain operations
Problems have occurred in Hatch 3 with brief lags during certain operations. For 
instance, toggling hoops on and off may be accompanied by noticeable delays. 
This problem has been rectified with the current update.

Unexpected crashes when switching from Design Library
Problems have occurred in Hatch 2 with unexpected crashes when switching from 
Design Library to Embroidery Mode with custom machine brands created in 
Hatch 3. This occurs when selecting a design and selecting File > New from Design 
or simply creating a new design. The problem has been rectified with the current 
update.

Unexpected freezing on startup
Problems have occurred in Hatch 3 during startup with unexpected freezing. 
Sometimes the software displays a white loading page on startup and is unable to 
correctly load. This problem has been largely rectified with the current update. If 
you continue to have problems of this kind, please refer to this article on the Hatch 
Embroidery > General FAQs > General website.

Default opening of docker panes and tabs
Problems have occurred in Hatch 3 with the default opening of docker 
panes/tabs. For instance, the Keyboard Design Collection docker pane and tab 
fail to appear by default in both Design Library and Embroidery Mode. Other 
dockers are failing to appear. This problem has been rectified with the current 
update.

https://help.hatchembroidery.com/hc/en-us/articles/4926746938383-Unable-to-load-Hatch-V3-with-white-splash-screen-on-startup
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